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The many-body problem is ubiquitous in the theoretical description of physical phenomena, ranging from
the behavior of elementary particles to the physics of electrons in solids. Most of our understanding of
many-body systems comes from analyzing the symmetry properties of Hamiltonian and states: the most
striking example are gauge theories such as quantum electrodynamics, where a local symmetry strongly
constrains the microscopic dynamics. The physics of such gauge theories is relevant for the understanding
of a diverse set of systems, including frustrated quantum magnets and the collective dynamics of elemen-
tary particles within the standard model. In the last few years, several approaches have been put forward
to tackle the complex dynamics of gauge theories using quantum information concepts. In particular,
quantum simulation platforms have been put forward for the realization of synthetic gauge theories, and
novel classical simulation algorithms based on quantum information concepts have been formulated. In
this review we present an introduction to these approaches, illustrating the basics concepts and high-
lighting the connections between apparently very different fields, and report the recent developments in
this new thriving field of research.
Keywords: Lattice gauge theories, tensor networks, density-matrix-renormalization-group, ultra-cold
atom gases, optical lattices, trapped ions, superconducting circuits, quantum simulation.
1. Introduction
Many-body problems, and in particular quantum ones, lie at the border of our current knowledge
in many different field of science, from very applied ones, as the electronic structure problem with
impact on chemistry and drugs research [1], the development of quantum technologies [2, 3], or
the quest for understanding and engineering new material properties, e.g. new light harvesting
materials that might impact our everyday life [4, 5]; to basic research such as high energy physics
which aims to understand the fundamental constituents of the universe (the Standard Model) [6] or
condensed matter physics where the comprehension of the processes underlying high-temperature
superconductivity is still incomplete [7, 8].
The difficulty of the many-body problem stems from the fact that combining different objects,
each of them characterized by d possible different states {α}, gives raise to an exponential growth
of the number of possible configurations for the whole system. Indeed, N independent bodies with
d states each counts for dN possible states for the whole many-body system. This is due to the fact
that the components of the system are a priori independent, and thus for any possible state of one
component the others might be in any other possible combinations, that is, the dimension of the
space of the possible configurations is the product of the individual dimensions. For example, the
possible configurations of two six-face dices are thirtysix, while for ten dices we have already more
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than sixty millions configurations. Notice that this would not be true for correlated states: in our
example, if the two dices are biased to give always the same number (perfect classical correlation)
the dimension of the space of the possible configurations is only six.
In quantum mechanics, the fundamental object of interest is the wave function of the system,
the amplitude of probability distribution ψ(α1 . . . αN ), whose modulus square gives the probability
of the system to be in a N -body configuration α1 . . . αN : that is, the object of interest is the vector
containing the amplitude of probability for each possible system configuration. Typically, one has
to update the vector of probabilities to follow the system time evolution or to find the eigenvector
corresponding to the ground state of the system. These tasks quickly become impossible even on
the largest available supercomputers: Indeed, having in mind the goal of describing a material
starting from its atomic constituents and assuming for the sake of simplicity that each atom has
only two possible relevant configurations (for example a spin up or down, or an electron in two
possible orbitals), the dimension of the configuration space of a cube with four atoms per edge
is 264, equal to about 1019 possible configurations. Given that the sum of the performance of the
first five hundred nonclassified supercomputers on earth is currently of the order of hundreds of
PFlops/sec [9], simply updating such vector would require some tens of seconds using all of them,
or in alternative, some minutes on one of the most powerful supercomputer. Moreover, this example
consider only a minimal structure of 64 atoms, far away from what would be necessary to describe
any macroscopic sample of material composed of order Avogadro number atoms!
Given the above scenario, describing the state of a many-body quantum system appears to be
out of reach if no analytical solutions exist. However, a number of approximate analytical and
numerical methods have been developed to describe faithfully the usually small portion of interest
of the exponentially big Hilbert space: they range from renormalization group (RG) methods (which
rely on a truncation in a particular energy sector of the system) [10], to mean field and beyond
mean field methods (which disregard or take into accounts only a small part of the quantum
correlations of the system) [11], to those that computes the property of interest by means of
sophisticated statistical samplings, mostly going under the name of Monte Carlo methods [12].
Of particular interest for what follows is a class of numerical methods which stemmed from RG
methods in the context of condensed matter systems [13] and then has been extensively developed
within the quantum information community: tensor network (TN) methods. As explained in details
below, TN methods provide a recipe to describe efficiently many-body quantum systems with a
controlled level of approximation accommodating as much as possible information as a function
of the used resources [14]. An interesting feature of TN methods is that they complements Monte
Carlo methods as they do not suffer from their major limitation, namely the sign problem. Thus
they allow investigating scenarios – typically out of equilibrium phenomena or at finite chemical
potential – where the convergence of Monte Carlo methods is severely limited [15].
An independent approach to solve the many-body problem has been put forward by R. Feynman
in the seminal work where he introduced the concept of a quantum simulation [16]: he pointed
out that the most natural way to simulate and study an unknown quantum many-body process
is to use another many-body quantum system that can be controlled to such a level as to mimic
the physics of the system under study. Indeed, the exponential growth of the Hilbert space of the
system under study is automatically matched by another many-body quantum system. In modern
words, his proposal was to develop a dedicated quantum computer or emulator able to simulate
an interesting physical systems. Since then, quantum information science and our experimental
capabilities have been developed to the level that different platforms (cold atoms, trapped ions,
superconducting qubits, etc.) [17] are now able to perform quantum simulations of several interest-
ing many-body phenomena [18, 19]. However, despite having obtained impressive achievements and
performed fascinating experiments, quantum simulators cannot yet be used routinely to investigate
unchartered territory as the so called quantum supremacy has not been proven yet [20]. Never-
theless, we can envisage that investigations on many-body quantum systems will be performed in
three independent ways in the future, as depicted in Fig. 1: either performing an experiment to
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Figure 1. Three independent approaches to many-body quantum systems, and in particular to Lattice Gauge Theories, inves-
tigations: experiments in the lab, and classical or quantum simulations will provide information on the system of interest. The
three approaches will validate theoretical models and predictions, and benchmark and build trust on each others.
directly interrogate the system of interest, or performing a simulation on a classical computer or
finally performing a quantum simulation in a controlled environment.
Given that each of these approaches has pros and cons – in terms of complexity and resources
needed for their realization, reproducibility, access to different direct or indirect information – most
probably the future research will be based on all of them, each exploiting its own peculiarities and
complementing and certifying the results of the others. Indeed, as it already happens nowadays,
each approach requires a level of sophistication calling for an independent check of the results.
As we already mentioned, small scale quantum simulations have been demonstrated for a large
class of models and systems, in particular for a very important class playing a major role in
condensed matter physics, such as interacting spins, bosons or fermions on a lattice that model
magnetic, conducting properties of materials and different phases of matter [18, 21]. These systems
can be described in general via Hamiltonians which can be written as
H =
N∑
i=1
Hi +
∑
<i,j>
Hi,j , (1)
where the Hi represent the local Hamiltonian of each particle, spin or lattice site, the Hi,j describe
the interaction among them, and the sum < i, j > runs over all pairwise interactions present
in the system (which might depend on the dimensionality of the system or on the coordination
number of the lattice). Notice, that the Hamiltonian (1) is defined over discrete indices, that is, we
have implicitly introduced a space discretization, that is a point lattice. Paradigmatic examples of
such classes of Hamiltonians are short-range interacting models such as the Ising and Heisenberg
models for spin systems and the Hubbard or Bose-Hubbard model describing particles on a lattice,
as electrons hopping in an underlaying crystalline structure [22, 23]. However, also systems with
long range interactions have been engineered, exploiting Coulomb interaction of trapped ions and
Rydberg atom simulators are nowadays subject to intense research activity [24–28].
Despite the enormous progresses experienced in the last decade, there is still an important class of
phenomena that are still beyond reach of the quantum simulator capabilities: lattice gauge theories
(LGTs) have not been implemented yet, even though in the last years an intense theoretical activity
has started to explore the possibility of encompassing this class in the portfolio of phenomena that
can be studied by means of quantum technologies [29, 30].
Gauge theories are defined promoting the global symmetry of the system to a local one, that is,
from a global conservation of charge to a local one, to be satisfied at each point in space (or at
3
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Figure 2. a) Gauss’ law in electromagnetism: an electron e− generates an electric field ~E pointing inwards (upper config-
uration), if the electron moves in another position, the electric field changes accordingly (lower configuration). b) Lattice
QED equivalent description: the electron lives on the vertex and the electric field on the link, the difference between the
electric fields across a link obeys to Eq. (3): they are equal if there is no electron on the vertex, differ by one quanta of
excitation if an electron is present.
each lattice site if the theory is defined on a lattice). A most striking example is electromagnetism.
Indeed, Gauss’ Law which relates the divergence of the electric field ~E and the charge ρ at every
point in space ~x:
∇ · ~E(~x) = ρ(~x), (2)
is nothing more than a constraint – a symmetry – to be fulfilled at every point is space. Similarly,
in the quantum theory of electromagnetism, quantum electrodynamics (QED), we expect that such
a constraint remains valid. Hereafter, for simplicity we specialize to one-dimensional systems on a
lattice: it is straightforward to generalize to arbitrary dimensions. In QED, one has two different
degrees of freedom: the matter field ψ describing the electrons, of fermionic nature, and the electric
field Eˆ – a bosonic quantum field representing the quantized excitations of the electric field, i.e.
the photons. Differently from the previous examples, where the particles live at each lattice site,
we shall specify where the two different degrees of freedom - the bosonic and the fermionic one -
live. Indeed, we can safely define the matter field to live at the lattice site, while the electric field
(and in general, any gauge field) lives on the link connecting two lattice sites (see Fig. 2). Finally,
if a Gauss’ law should hold also in QED, the following condition shall be imposed:
Eˆi − Eˆi+1 = ψ†iψi, (3)
where Eˆi − Eˆi+1 is the change of electric field across a vertex of the lattice where charges might
be present and quantified by the operator nˆi = ψ
†
iψi, which counts the number of electrons at site
i. Finally, as we will review in detail later on, one can show that this gauge symmetry is again a
U(1) symmetry as the Hamiltonian is invariant under a phase change. However, differently from
before, the phase change can be different in every lattice site not a global one, i.e. q is an explicit
function of the lattice site index i for theories on the lattice and of the position in space x for
theories defined on the continuum.
LGTs have been traditionally studied via Monte Carlo or directly via experiments. However,
as already mentioned, in the last years the application of quantum information concepts to these
problems has started. The additional theoretical and experimental difficulties to overcome with
respect to the standard quantum simulations are that two different degrees of freedom have to be
encoded and that local constraints of the kind given in Eq. (3) have to be implemented. Currently,
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Figure 3. Quantum Lattice gauge theories lie in between different disciplines, as they describe systems in high-energy physics;
atomic, molecular and optical (AMO) physics; condensed matter physics and quantum information science.
proposals for quantum simulations of LTG in different platforms such as cold atoms in optical
lattice, trapped ions, Rydberg atoms, and superconducting qubits have been put forward and
some proof-of-principle experimental realizations have been planned [26, 27, 29–35]. Alongside,
tensor network methods have been applied to studies which can complement Monte Carlo ones.
Indeed, it has already been shown that it is possible to study efficiently via TN methods Abelian
and non Abelian LGTs, the real time evolution of string breaking phenomena, systems at finite
chemical potential, in some cases obtaining results comparable with state of the art results, e.g., for
the mass gaps of the massive Schwinger model [36–41]. Even though the numerical tools and the
presented results are not yet mature and mostly confined to low-dimension models, their potential
encourages further activities to unveil their whole potential, motivated also by the fact that, despite
that the problems are very challenging numerically, there are no fundamental limitations – such as
the sign problem for Monte Carlo approaches – in sight.
LGTs play a fundamental role in different fields, in particular in high-energy physics as the in-
teractions between fundamental particles can be described by a gauge theory. We have already
introduced QED, which describes the dynamics of electrons and photons. However, all fundamen-
tal particle interactions – the Standard Model of high-energy physics- is a gauge theory [6]. In
condensed matter, gauge theories arise as low energy effective theories of many-body Hamiltoni-
ans [7, 23, 42] and finally, some schemes proposed to implement topological quantum computation
are again described by gauge theories, like the Kitaev model [43, 44]. The recent efforts described
in this review towards quantum simulators of LGT by the quantum information and the atomic,
molecular and optical physics communities enlarged the number of fields of physics that encompass
LGT in their object of study. Finally, the contributions to lattice calculations given by the com-
putational physics and high-performance computing communities, make the study of LGT a truly
multidisciplinary discipline at the center of different fields with a high number of interconnections
as depicted in Fig. 3.
This pedagogical review is composed as follows: in the next section we briefly recall the implications
of the presence of global symmetries in quantum many-body systems; while in Section 3 we intro-
duce lattice gauge theories emphasizing the difference between global and local symmetries and
between abelian and non abelian ones. In Section 4 we present the different approaches that have
been introduced to study LGT via tensor network methods and the calculations achieved so far,
and in Section 5 we review the main ideas underlaying current proposals for quantum simulations
of LGT along with some examples. Finally, in Section 6 our conclusions and expectations on the
future evolution of this new exciting new field are presented.
5
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2. Global symmetries
In any investigation approach one pursues, symmetries play a fundamental role: they provide a
simplification of the problem and determine the properties of the system like the different phases
of matter the system displays as described by the spontaneous symmetry breaking, a cornerstone of
the theory of critical phenomena [45]. Indeed, in the presence of a conservation law – for example if
the total number of particles is fixed – the problem might be drastically simplified: the first impact
of a constant of motion is indeed the reduction of the number of the possible configuration the
system can assume: with a single particle in a system of N lattice sites, the allowed configurations
are drastically reduced and the dependence of the configuration space dimension changes from
an exponential to a linear function of N . In general, one can show via a simple combinatorial
argument that having a fixed number of particles q implies that the Hilbert space dimension of
the allowed states scales as N !/(q!(N − q)!). That is, any state of the system at fixed number of
particles |ψ〉 = ∑~α∈Q ψα1...αN |α1 . . . αN 〉 is such that the expectation value of the particle number
Nˆ = ∑i nˆi (where the operator nˆ counts the particle presents in each site) is constant and equal to
q, that is, all states present in the set Q have the same q number of particles. In particular, if the
local states are labelled according to the particle number (α = 0 labelling the state with no particles
in the site, α = 1 with one particle and so on) the particle conservation translates in the constraint∑
i αi = q. Equivalently, the symmetry implies that the Hamiltonian of the system commutes with
the symmetry group generators, i.e, the corresponding matrix representations can be simultaneously
diagonalized: the Hamiltonian can be written in block diagonal form, with each block labelled with
the corresponding good quantum number q. In our example, each sector independently describes a
fixed number of particles q, and thus one can work in a single sector.
More formally, the conservation of the particle number is a global U(1) symmetry, that can be
represented as a unitary matrix of dimension one or equivalently as a transformation on a circle:
in our example generated by the operator Nˆ . The infinitesimal transformation under which the
Hamiltonian is invariant (which shall be unitary being a change of coordinates) is defined as eiNˆφ
(the Lie algebra generated by Nˆ ) where φ is a continuous parameter. The phase φ is the associated
phase or order parameter in different paradigmatic scenarios as the Bose Einstein Condensate or
in superconductors. Indeed, the Hamiltonian is invariant under the transformation eiNˆφHe−iNˆφ =
H as it commutes with the number operator. Each sector with a given charge q is transformed
by eiqφ and the corresponding eigenvectors are invariant under the transformation eiNˆφ|ψ〉q =
ei
∑
i αiφ|ψ〉q = eiqφ|ψ〉q where the subscript is specified to stress that the each eigenvector lives
in a sector with defined charge q. We note, for later comparison, that the invariant state is the
full many-body one, the transformation acts on the full space and the conserved quantity is the
total number of particles. In conclusion, in presence of a conserved scalar charge (being it an
electromagnetic charge, a global spin, a number of particles etc.) the system is invariant under a
global phase transformation proportional to the charge in each sector. In general, in presence of a
symmetry transformation, the Noether theorem insures that there is a conserved quantity: for a
U(1) symmetry this is a scalar while, as we will see later on, it can be a more complex object for
other symmetries [46].
Given a global symmetry, we know from the theory of critical phenomena that spontaneous
symmetry breaking might occur: there may be a phase where the value of the order parameter
is non-zero and the system chooses one among the possible configurations, i.e., a single value of
the order parameter [45]. For example, Ising ferromagnetism is a typical scenario of a Z2 broken
symmetry, where the spins choose either to point north or south even though the system Hamilto-
nian is invariant under the spin flip operation. In the case of conservation of particle number, the
symmetry that might be spontaneously broken is the U(1) symmetry and the phase of the order
parameter is what is fixed in the broken phase. The broken symmetry phase is a superfluid phase
for bosons: a seminal work performed on cold atoms in optical lattices demonstrated the quantum
6
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phase transition between the Mott insulator and the superfluid phase, starting a fascinating series
of experiments where quantum simulators have probed different physical phenomena in a controlled
setup [18, 47].
3. An introduction to lattice gauge theories
Since their introduction in 1974 by Wilson [48], lattice gauge theories (LGTs) have found
widespread application in the investigation of non-perturbative effects in gauge theories [49–52].
At the theoretical level, defining the theory on the lattice provides a natural regularization scheme,
as the lattice spacing immediately introduces a cut-off in the theory. From the computational
viewpoint, LGTs are amenable to classical simulation methods based on Montecarlo techniques.
Differently from conventional lattice models found, e.g., in quantum statistical mechanics, LGTs
are characterized by local symmetries and local conserved quantities, as a reflex of the invariance
of the original theory under specific sets of transformations.
In this Section, we present LGTs from a statistical mechanics point of view, which is well suited to
describe their connections with quantum information theory. While the most common formulation
of LGTs is the Lagrangian one introduced by Wilson, which is an ideal setup for Monte Carlo
simulations [49–52], we discuss here the Hamiltonian formulation originally introduced by Kogut
and Susskind [53, 54], using as a preferred framework the so-called quantum link models [55–57].
Those models share many features with the conventional Wilson formulation – most importantly,
they keep gauge invariance exact on the lattice – but are usually more amenable to both tensor
network methods and quantum simulations thanks to the fact that their Hilbert space is finite-
dimensional. In addition, they are intimately related to various problems in the context of frustrated
quantum magnetism [7, 42], so that they provide a natural connection to condensed matter and
statistical mechanism application of the aforementioned methods. We note that, for the case of
discrete gauge groups (e.g., ZN ), the quantum link and Wilson formulation actually coincide [50,
54, 58], and for specific group choices, other formulations of discrete gauge theories have also been
introduced - see, e.g., Refs. [38, 59–61]
We will start our discussion reviewing the role of U(1) global symmetries in fermionic systems,
and discussing the case of a static background gauge field. Then, we will show how promoting a
symmetry from global to local requires the introduction of new dynamical variables, the dynamical
gauge fields. While the treatment will deal with U(1) symmetries, we will present extensions to
non-Abelian symmetries at the end of the section, where we will also comment on the connections
to Wilson’s formulation of LGTs and to gauge theories in the continuum.
3.1. Free fermions on a lattice: U(1) global symmetry
The simplest example of a global symmetry in many-body systems is probably number conservation.
Let us consider fermions hopping on a two-dimensional (2D) square lattice, whose dynamics is
described by an Hamiltonian of the class of Eq.(1):
H = −t
∑
<i,j>
(c†icj + c
†
jci) +m
∑
i
(−1)ini (4)
where c†j (cj) are fermionic creation (annihilation) operators at the site j of the lattice, ni = c
†
ici,
t is the tunneling matrix element, m the mass of the particles, and the sum is over all nearest-
neighbors. The factor (−1)i realizes the so-called staggered (or Kogut-Susskind) fermions [53, 54]
(see Fig. 4), which represent particles on one sub lattice (+1, sub lattice ’A’) and antiparticles on
the other (−1, sub lattice ’B’). Since the dynamics only involves fermions hopping on the lattice,
7
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Figure 4. Free fermions hopping on a 2d lat-
tice as described by Eq. (4). The number of
particles is conserved over the entire lattice
(shaded area) as a consequence of a global U(1)
symmetry.
the total number of fermions is conserved. As shown in the previous Section, defining the total
number operator as Nˆ = ∑i ni, one has that the Hamiltonian and Nˆ commutes, that is:
[H, Nˆ ] = 0. (5)
Thus, Nˆ corresponds to a conserved charge of the symmetry transformation. In particular, if we
apply the following transformation on our lattice fermions:
ci → eiαci, c†i → e−iαc†i , α ∈ R (6)
the Hamiltonian is mapped into itself. In order to make things a bit more formal, we could define
a transformation of the form:
ci → V ci, c†i → c†iV †, (7)
where the operators V act on the fermion subspace, and are elements of some group G: for the
specific case defined above, the group is U(1), whose elements can be parametrized as phases
eiα as they span a circle in the complex plane. Then, we could say that H is invariant under
transformations of the G group, if H → H after applying the transformation in Eq. (7).
In the realm of many-body systems, there are various classes of interactions on top of H
which either preserve, or violate, such U(1) symmetry. All interactions which are composed
by only number operators, as the mass terms in Eq. (4) or density-density ones of the form
H ∝ ∑(i,j) ninj , are invariant under U(1) transformations, while superconducting terms of the
form H ∝∑<i,j>(a†ia†j + ajai) are not 1. This implies that the presence or absence of a symmetry
drastically affects the possible couplings in a lattice model: as we will see below, this feature is
further emphasized in the case of gauge symmetries, and represents a key element (and challenge)
for designing quantum simulators for lattice gauge theories.
1Indeed, the breaking of the U(1) symmetry down to Z2, symmetry known as parity
8
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3.2. Particles coupled to a dynamical gauge field: U(1) gauge symmetry
Hereafter we show what happens if we try to promote a symmetry from global to local: in the
previous example, the corresponding local transformation is:
ci → eiαici, c†i → e−iαic†i , α ∈ R (8)
that is, the phase factor α now depends on the lattice index i. If we perform this transformation
only at one site, then the Hamiltonian term involving the site i and j transforms as:
− t(c†icj + c†jci)→ −t
∑
<i,j>
(eiαic†icj + e
−iαic†jci). (9)
We see immediately that this term is not invariant under Eq. (8): that is, the system does not
have a local U(1) symmetry. At an intuitive level, this can be understood by looking at conserved
charges: the tunneling matrix element does not conserve the number of particles at the local level
(as one site can turn from occupied to empty), but only globally in the whole system.
In order to realize a local symmetry, a new set of operators has to be introduced. In the standard
formulation of Wilson’s lattice gauge theories, one introduces elements of a gauge group at each
link: for continuos groups, these operators usually span an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space (which
for the U(1) case is a direct reflection of the fact that the local Hilbert space of photons is not
bound). This approach is reviewed in various books in a formal and elegant way [49–52]. Here, we
focus instead on the construction of gauge theories which have discrete, finite-dimensional Hilbert
spaces on the links. These models, known as quantum link models (or gauge magnets), have been
introduced in the high energy context in a series of papers by Horn [55], Rohrlich and Orland [56],
and Brower, Chandrasekharan and Wiese [57, 62]. In parallel, some of those models have also been
discussed in the condensed matter context in the Abelian case [42], and have close ties to some
exactly soluble models in classical statistical mechanics [63]. While they differ in some aspects to
the conventional Wilson’s formulation of lattice gauge theories (see, e.g., the discussion in Ref. [64]),
they keep gauge invariance exact, which is the basic feature we are interested in here. Moreover,
they are also naturally formulated in the statistical mechanic language of Hubbard models [62],
which makes them an ideal framework to cast several concepts of lattice gauge theories in both
tensor network and quantum simulation contexts.
We start our construction by introducing spin variables S¯(i,j) on each bond (i, j) which serve as
gauge fields 2. For simplicity, we employ spins in the S = 1/2 representation - the construction
extends trivially to higher spins as well [65]. Before explicitly constructing the Hamiltonian of the
system, it is instructive to discuss its Hilbert space. Initially, the Hilbert space is naturally the
tensor product of the fermions HF and the gauge fields HS , separately, that is: H = HF ⊗ HS .
Within this space, we need to identify a subspace defined by a set of local conserved charges. In
order to do that, we analyze the Hilbert space of a single vertex, which include the fermionic mode
at the center, and the four spins residing on the bonds including the site itself (see Fig. 5a).
Working on the diagonal basis of the fermionic number operator and the spin z-direction, it is
possible to define the following operator at each vertex:
Gi = ni +
∑
(i,j)∈+
(−1)ijSz(i,j) +
(−1)i + 1
2
(10)
which takes integer values, and thus, is a good candidate for being the conserved charge of a U(1)
2For the sake of compactness, we assume that, for horizontal bonds, the index (i, j) is always ordered from left to right, while
for vertical bonds, it is order top to bottom
9
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symmetry. The notation (−1)ij indicates a +1 for spins at the left and top of each vertex, and a −1
for spins at the right and bottom. We can then postulate that this operator works as a generator
of a U(1) transformation, and thus defines what is known as the gauge invariant Hilbert space HG,
which is defined as the space spanned by all physical states |Ψ〉 such as:
HG = {|Ψ〉 | Gi|Ψ〉 = 0 ∀i}, (11)
where the condition Gi|Ψ〉 = 0 is the so-called Gauss’s law. All states which do not satisfy Gauss’s
law are known are unphysical states, and form the so called gauge-variant Hilbert space:
Hunphys = H \HG = {|Ψ〉 | ∃i such that Gi|Ψ〉 6= 0}. (12)
At the single link level, the local Hilbert space is illustrated in Fig. 5b for a vertex on the odd
sublattice ((−1)i = −1). Out of the possible 24 ∗ 2 = 32 possible configurations of a single vertex,
only 10 are allowed by the Gauss’s law: in case there is a particle sitting at the vertex, the sum of
the total spins on the bonds should give −1, leaving 4 possible configurations, while in case there
is no particle, 6 spin configurations are allowed.
As seen before, the presence of the Gauss’s law in this statistical mechanism models allows a
direct interpretation of the lattice fields to conventional electrodynamics, where the Gauss’s law
reads ρ = ∇ ~E. At each vertex, the charge operator ρ corresponds to ni + ((−1)i − 1)/2 because of
the nature of the staggered fermions: on the A-sublattice, the presence of a fermion corresponds
to a particle, so there is one charge unit, while on the B sublattice, a hole corresponds to an
antiparticle, thus giving minus one charge unit. The relation between spin and electric fields also
follows a staggered pattern, that is E(i,j) = S
z
(i,j) ∗ (−1)i. In such way one can interpret the sum
of spins in the generator Gi as a discrete derivative considering the horizontal bonds (k, i), (i, j)
from left to right, respectively, the sum Sz(k,i) +S
z
(i,j) maps onto the difference E(k,i)−E(i,j), which
is nothing but the lattice approximation of the divergence ∇ ~E along the horizontal direction (the
same applies to the vertical one).
The formulation of the local Hilbert space is the starting point to understand which Hamiltonian
dynamics is compatible with the Gauss’s law, that is, [H,Gi] = 0 ∀i. First, as in the presence of
global symmetries, all terms involving solely operators diagonal in the local basis (e.g. ni, S
z
(i,j)) are
gauge invariant, and are thus allowed. We will come back to those at the end of the section, and
discuss their relevance in various scenarios. The other terms which are not diagonal could involve
i) the matter fields, ii) the gauge fields, or iii) both matter and gauge fields.
The first class of terms is clearly not allowed: acting with whatever combination of ai, aj , ...
operators will immediately break the gauge constraint at the site i, j, .... In particular, this com-
bination of operators will introduce particles in the system without re-arranging the gauge fields.
This reflects the fact that, in a gauge theory, particles and antiparticles cannot be created without
exciting the gauge fields as well: this is analogous to the fact that in QED, the presence of two
charges is always accompanied by an electric flux string connecting the two.
On the other hand, terms of the second class, acting solely on gauge fields are allowed. An
example of those is the so-called ring-exchange term:
H = −J
∑

(S+1 S
+
2 S
−
3 S
−
4 + h.c.) (13)
which has been widely discussed in the condensed matter context [42], and represents the equivalent
of a magnetic field energy term in quantum electrodynamics. Note that here we adopt a slightly
different notation with respect to the more conventional condensed matter one, which can be
obtained using the transformation S˜zi → (−1)iSz. Here, the sum involves all plaquettes in the
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a) b) c)
Figure 5. Schematic illustration of a U(1) lattice gauge theory. Panel a) configuration space of a lattice gauge theory, with
matter fields of charge qaj on the vertices, and gauge fields U
ab
ij on the bonds. Panel b) examples of some gauge invariant
states satisfying the Gauss’s law in Eq. (10) at odd sites. Panel c) schematic link dynamics driven by the term in Eq. (14).
square lattice, and the indices 1, 2, 3, 4 denote the bonds in each plaquette in clockwise order. It is
easy to show that this is the minimal interaction involving the gauge fields only, as one-, two-, and
three-body terms off-diagonal in the z-basis would violate gauge invariance at least at 2 vertices.
We note that the ring-exchange term is only the simplest version of gauge field interactions: indeed,
there exist terms involving larger, closed loops in the lattice which are also gauge invariant.
The last class of terms involves interactions between the matter and the gauge fields. The most
natural term in this class describes the matter field tunneling dynamics coupled to the gauge fields,
and reads
Ht = −t
∑
<i,j>
(c†iS
+
(i,j)cj + c
†
jS
−
(i,j)ci). (14)
In this term the tunneling dynamics of a fermion is always accompanied by a spin flip on the bond
between the two matter sites, in order to be consistent with the Gauss’s law. The action of this
term on a cartoon state is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5c, and differs fundamentally from the
conventional dynamics described by Eq. (4). In particular, these terms are not quadratic in any
basis, so this implies that interactions among gauge and matter fields are always present.
The total Hamiltonian of staggered fermions coupled to a U(1) gauge field in (2+1)-d then reads:
HU(1) = Ht +H +m
∑
i
(−1)ini + V
∑

(
∏
j∈
Szj ) + κ
∑
j
(Szj )
2 (15)
where we have also added a staggered mass m for the fermions, an additional potential energy V
for flippable plaquettes, and the equivalent of an electric field energy density κ (which is non-trivial
for spin representations S > 1/2). We note that in the one-dimensional limit, where the magnetic
field term H disappears, a discrete lattice version of the Schwinger model (QED in (1+1)-d) is
recovered. For practical purposes, it is useful to rewrite the spin operators as a function of bosons
bilinears using the Schwinger representation, where [65]:
S+j = a
†
jbj , S
z
j =
naj − nbj
2
, [aj , a
†
i ] = [bj , b
†
i ] = δij . (16)
These bosons are called rishon in the quantum link formulation: such link decomposition will be
important for the formulation of gauge invariant tensor network ansatze, and leads to natural
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Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the Hofstadter model (a). Particles move on a square lattice, where the tunneling
matrix element takes phases ϕa¯,b¯ which depend on the bond between each pair of sites (sites in the plaquette are labeled
as (a, b, c, d) from top-left in clockwise order). The total flux per plaquette Φ corresponds to the total phase accumulated
by the wave-function of a single particle which moves around the plaquette itself. The spectrum of the system is described
by the Hoftstadter butterly for a lattice of 60x20 sites.
generalizations to non-Abelian symmetries, as discussed below.
In the next subsections, after providing a comparison between static and dynamical gauge fields,
we review some useful cases of interest for the next sections, namely quenched and non-Abelian
lattice gauge theories.
3.2.1. A comparison to particles coupled to a background gauge field: the Hofstadter model
In condensed matter and cold atom systems, there is another type of gauge fields, the so called back-
ground (or static) gauge fields, which has attracted a lot of attention - in particular in the context
of topological quantum matter [66]. An archetype example is the Harper-Hofstadter Hamiltonian:
HHH = −t
∑
<i,j>
(eiφijb†ibj + h.c.) (17)
describing non-interacting fermions in a 2d square lattice, whose hopping is associated with a phase
factor φij in such a way that, when tunneling over a single plaquette, the fermion wave functions
picks up a phase factor Φ =
∑
(ij)∈ φij . This quantity can be interpreted as a flux of an effective
magnetic field piercing each plaquette, and is instrumental in determining the phase structure of
the spectrum, which displays the celebrated Hofstadter butterly structure (see Fig. 6).
However, those static gauge fields, being classical variables, are fundamentally different from the
dynamical gauge fields we are interested in. The main difference is that there is no back-action of
the matter fields onto the gauge fields, since the latter have no quantum dynamics. At a symmetry
level, this implies that there are no conserved local charges, so the gauge symmetry as described
by the Gauss’s law in Eq. (10) is absent.
3.2.2. Quenched gauge theories: quantum Ice on the square lattice
Contrary to the case of classical gauge fields, gauge theories can be defined even in the absence of
any matter: this approximation is usually called quenched, as the matter fields are frozen in given
configurations. At the computational level, these theories are much easier to handle via Monte Carlo
simulations, as the sign problem is usually only due to the fermionic matter. Another interesting
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aspect is that some of these quenched gauge theories have actually attracted quite some interest
in the condensed matter realm, where they are usually referred to as quantum dimer or quantum
loop models (with the difference being the static configuration of background charges).
A paradigmatic example of a quenched quantum link model is the so called (2+1)-d quantum
Ice model, whose Hamiltonian reads:
HQI = H + V
∑

(
∏
j∈
Szj ) (18)
and acts on a Hilbert space which is defined by the so-called Ice rule. The model displays a
series of magnetic phases with classical ordering in the regime V > 1, V . −0.33, and a plaquette
resonating-valence-bond phase in the intermediate regime [67, 68]. Moreover, the same Hamiltonian
can describe a quantum dimer model, in the gauge sector where static charges are introduced on
a lattice bipartition (similar to the vacuum state of staggered fermions).
3.3. Non-Abelian lattice gauge theories
Finally, we discuss briefly the extension to non-Abelian gauge symmetries, symmetries whose gen-
erators do not commute. The discussion becomes pretty soon fairly technical, however for com-
pleteness we report the fundamentals here below; for a comprehensive review on the topic, see
Refs. [30, 62, 64]. While, even for discrete systems, many formulations of non-Abelian gauge theo-
ries have been introduced, we focus here on the rishon formulation of quantum link models, which
is sufficiently general to cover U(N) and SU(N) models in a compact form. The index N related
to the non-Abelian group denotes the presence of different ‘color’ degrees of freedom in the theory.
In our discussion, we will mostly follow the original presentation of Ref. [62].
For simplicity, let us assume a one dimensional geometry, and discuss the SU(N) case: at
each link, instead of a single component field, we introduce a pair of fermionic rishon operators,
cαR;j , c
β
L;j+1, α, β ∈ [1, N ], where α, β are color indices. The non-Abelian gauge field is then built up
as a fermion bilinear as follows:
Uαβ(j,j+1) = c
α
R;jc
β†
L;j+1 (19)
while at the vertices, we introduce fermionic operators ψαj . The fundamental building block of this
construction consists of a single matter field site j, and the two fermionic link sites close by, namely
[L; (j − 1, j)] and [R, (j, j + 1)]. For SU(N), we have N2 − 1 generators Gγj , given by:
Gγj = ψ
α†
j λ
γ
αβψ
β
j + L
γ
j +R
γ
j (20)
where λγ are the SU(N) generalized Gell-Mann matrices, and the L,R are the non-Abelian flux
operators, and are functions of the rishon operators as:
Lγj = c
α†
L;jλ
γ
αβc
β
L,j , R
γ
j = c
α†
R;jλ
γ
αβc
β
R,j , (21)
The generators define the Hilbert space according to the Gauss’s laws Gγ |Ψ〉 = 0, exactly as in the
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Abelian case before. The gauge-invariant Hamiltonian dynamics is described by [35]:
HSU(N) = −t
∑
j
[(ψα†cαR;j)(c
β†
L,j+1ψ
β
j+1) + h.c.] +m
∑
j
(−1)jψα†j ψαj + (22)
+
g2
2
∑
j
[Lαj L
α
j +R
α
j R
α
j ] + 
∑
j
(
N∏
κ=1
cκ†R;jc
κ
L;j+1 + h.c.) (23)
where h.c. stands for an operator Hermitian conjugate of the previous one; the first term in the
second line is a non-Abelian electric field; and the last term represents an N -particle rishon tun-
neling over the bond (for the case  = 0, the symmetry is extended to U(N)), which implies that
the number of rishon per bonds has to be N .
3.4. Connections to Wilson lattice gauge theories, the continuum limit, and other
discrete formulations of gauge theories
While we have focused up to now on the discrete formulation of lattice gauge theories, the Wilson
formulation, which introduces parallel transporters as link variables, has been the widespread
framework for numerical studies in high energy physics. A valuable introduction of the Wilson
approach in the Hamiltonian formulation can be found in Kogut’s review article [54]. Very often,
one is ultimately interested in taking the continuum limit of a lattice field theory: in this respect,
the Wilson and quantum link formulation differ substantially, as one relies on taking the limit of
vanishing lattice spacing [54], while the other usually employs a mechanism known as dimensional
reduction [62, 69]. For a detailed discussion of this aspect, we refer the reader to Ref. [64].
Finally, we point out that discrete gauge theories can also be defined using different schemes than
the quantum link model, such as the prepotential formalism [59, 60], or truncation schemes based
on the group representations [38, 61]. Those approaches have also found application in the context
of quantum and classical simulation of gauge theories: we will discuss some specific example in the
next sections.
4. Tensor network simulation of lattice gauge theories
We have seen in the previous sections that lattice gauge theories are by definition defined over
many different local sites, each of them representing a quantum degree of freedom, either bosonic
or fermionic. The system wave function lives in the Hilbert space formed by the tensor product of
all the local ones |α1〉⊗ |α2〉⊗ . . . |αN 〉, giving the amplitude of probability of each possible system
configurations: thus, a generic state on the lattice is described by the exponentially increasing
N-rank tensor
|Ψ〉 =
∑
{αi}
ψα1α2...αN |α1α2 . . . αN 〉, (24)
where {αi} = α1, α2, . . . αN and Pα1α2...αN = |ψα1α2...αN |2 gives the probability to find the system in
the configuration α1α2 . . . αN . Hereafter, unless otherwise specified, we will label the local Hilbert
space via the local occupation number, i.e. |α〉 = (b†)k|0〉. For lattice gauge theories in the quantum
link representation all local basis are finite, however in general for bosonic operators it is possible
to truncate the local Hilbert space at some large value such that the physics of the system is not
influenced by this approximation (or, at least, errors introduced by the truncation scheme can be
controlled). In conclusion, the local Hilbert space has some finite dimension d, which might be also
site dependent even though here for simplicity we consider it uniform throughout the whole lattice.
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The TN approach stems from two considerations: i) the tensor ψα1α2...αN can be viewed as a simple
generalization of a matrix and thus, it might be possible to compress its information content in
a compact form and ii) the tensor structure of the Hilbert space hints to the fact that ψα1α2...αN
might not be (typically) a fully general rank-N tensor but might have some properties which allow
for an efficient representation. Building on this and other more formal considerations related on
the amount of quantum correlations that are typically present in many-body systems [70], one can
build classes of states that are defined via their tensor structure representing the state [14, 71–
77]. The most natural one is the rank-N tensor introduced above, however one can propose many
others which are equivalent unless approximations are introduced. Notice that one fixes the tensor
structure, but not the dimension of the tensor indices nor the elements of each tensor: they are the
variables used to build the most efficient faithful representation of the system under study, given
the desired precision or amount of resources available.
The simplest example of this approach is actually used in many different fields, and it is commonly
known as mean field approximation. Indeed, within the mean field approximation one assumes that
correlations shall be neglected, that is, the many-body wave function is the product of N indepen-
dent single body wave functions. This assumption corresponds to impose the tensor structure of
the wave function as follows:
ψMFα1α2...αN = ψα1 · ψα2 . . . ψαN ; (25)
that is, one assumes that the original n-rank tensor can be decomposed exactly as N rank-1 tensors.
Thus, the object of study has been simplified from an exponential to a linear problem in the number
of lattice sites N . An additional assumption results in an additional simplification of the problem:
translational invariance implies that the N tensors are equal, recasting the original problem into
a problem independent of the system size N . Indeed, the number of degrees of freedom (free
parameters in the tensors) is dN in the original problem, Nd in the mean field scenario, and only
d in the translationally invariant one. It is then not surprising that it is possible to find efficient
algorithms or even analytical solutions to very complex problems in the mean field approximation.
However, the drawback of this powerful approach is the fact that the introduction of Eq. (25) is in
general unjustified and uncontrolled. Indeed, independent checks of the mean field approximation
are always needed, either via comparison with experimental results or by other means.
The TN ansatzes can be seen as generalization of the mean field approach and allow to introduce
a controlled approximation which interpolates between the mean field solution and the exact one.
In particular, for one dimensional systems, the class of Matrix Product States plays this role and
it is defined as:
|Ψ〉MPS =
∑
{αi,βi}
Aβ1α1A
β1β2
α2 A
β2β3
α3 . . . A
βN−1
αN |α1α2 . . . αN 〉, (26)
where the As are rank-3 tensors (rank-2 at the boundaries, the first and last sites) connecting
the physical indexes αs with some auxiliary ones βs, whose dimension is m, i.e. βi = 1, . . .m. To
understand the role of these auxiliary indexes it is useful to make a simple example, for the case
of two sites, that is to express as a MPS a two body wave function ψα1,α2 : indeed in this case it
is straightforward to identify the rank-2 tensor ψα1,α2 with a matrix, being it an object with two
indexes. Thus, we can apply the whole linear algebra tools available to manipulate matrices, and in
particular the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), which allows to decompose any matrix M as
a product of two unitary matrices S and D and a diagonal one V , containing the singular values,
such that M = SV D. If we apply the SVD to the two body wave function and write explicitly the
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Figure 7. Tensor network ansatzes: a) Pictorial representation of rank-3 tensors. b) Matrix Product State tensor network
representation. c) TN representation of operators, a Matrix Product Operator. d) Locally purified TN: positive operators
can be represented as ρ = X†X, where each X operator is in MPO form. e) Two dimensional Projected Entangles Pair
States TN representation. f) Tree Tensor Network hierarchical structure.
indexes, we obtain:
ψα1,α2 =
∑
β1,β′1
Sα1,β1Vβ1,β′1Dβ′1,α2 ≡
∑
β1
Aβ1α1A
β1
α2 , (27)
where the diagonal matrix V has been absorbed in one of the two A matrices, i.e. Aβ1α2 =∑
β′1
Vβ1,β′1Dβ′1,α2 . Notice that the dimensions of the indexes are all equal and equal to the Hilbert
space local dimension d. However, if some singular values λi are small enough, one could reduce
the dimension of the auxiliary index β1 to some value m < d such that |λi| < ,∀i > m, for
some arbitrary precision . The MPS state is nothing more than a generalization of this scenario
for the case of N local sites or a rank-N tensor. The only difference is that the dimension of
the auxiliary dimension is site dependent as it increases moving through the chain. Indeed, to
perform the SVD of a rank-N tensor one should first regroup the N indexes in two subgroups:
This is always possible and corresponds to a reshuffling and relabeling of the tensor entries, e.g.
ψα1α2...αN = ψ{α1},{α2,··· ,αN} = Mi,j where i = α1 = 1, . . . d and j = {α2, · · · , αN} = 1, . . . dN−1
is a rectangular matrix. Repeating the process regrouping a decreasing number of sites results in
a MPS structure. Notice that, as an MPS with auxiliary dimension m = 1 is a mean field ansatz
given in Eq. (25), the class of MPS interpolates between the mean field approximation and the
exact (inefficient) description obtained for m = 2N .
The above described procedure allows to build an exact MPS representation of a rank-N tensor,
however this is only a formal construction. Indeed, in practice performing the SVD of the rank-N
tensor becomes hardly manageable for N between ten and twenty. Thus, the starting point of
MPS algorithms –and of all TN based ones– is to assume that a faithful TN description of the
state is possible with a relatively small m. The reason for this being true, and thus why the field of
applicability of tensor network is so vast especially in one dimensional systems, stems from profound
reasons related to area laws and the amount of quantum correlations that is possible to build with
physical Hamiltonians [70]. However, even if this was not true, a constructive approach is to assume
that the state has a MPS description at given fixed m, and perform numerical simulations whose
convergence can be checked as a function of increasing bond dimension m. Having introduced this
approach – choose a TN structure with fixed bond dimensions and use it as an ansatz to describe the
many-body state – it is easy to generalize it to different tensor structures. Indeed, according to the
system to be described, different choices are possible, as sketched in Fig. 7 by means of a commonly
used graphical representation of TN [14]. The generalization of MPS to two-dimensional system is
known as Projected Entangled Pair States (PEPS) [71]; while mixed states can be described either
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by Matrix Product Operators (MPO) which also efficiently represent a large class of operators
(many-body Hamiltonians or time evolution operators) [72], or by Locally Purified Tensor Networks
(LPTN) which despite being slightly more complex than MPOs have the nice property of being
positive defined by construction [73, 78, 79]. Finally, one can also build hierarchical structures which
are intimately related to the real space renormalization group procedure, such as Tree Tensor
Networks (TTN) [74–76] and Multi-scale Entanglement Renormalization Ansatz (MERA) [77].
Once the tensor network ansatz of the state is chosen, a whole family of algorithm, polynomially
in the system size N , can be developed to study the properties of system under study within this
approximation: one has access to the ground state properties and the time evolution determined
by the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation or by a Lindblad master equation in case of open
systems [14, 79–81]. Again, we stress that even though the tensor structure is fixed, the tensor
entries and their auxiliary dimensions are free parameters: TN algorithms are build to optimize
them to obtain the best possible approximation of the state of interest with the given (polynomial)
resources. In some cases, especially for phenomena out of equilibrium, it is not guaranteed that an
efficient tensor network description of the state exists; in others this might also be not possible.
However, even in those worst cases, TN methods result in the best possible description compatible
with the available resources, certified by an estimate of the errors which determine the level of
confidence of the numerical simulations results.
4.1. Gauge symmetries
The TN presented in the last section could be used directly to study LGT as we will report later
on, however it would be preferable in term of numerical efficiency and stability to exploit the
symmetries present in the LGT. One possible way of doing that is to exploit the quantum link
formulation of lattice gauge theories introduced in Sec. 2. In particular, we exploit the Schwinger
representation introduced in Eq.(16) as it allows to satisfy the gauge symmetry on all lattice sites
in a straightforward way. We specify what follows for one-dimensional Abelian LGT, however it can
be generalized to the cases of non-Abelian and/or higher dimensional cases [82]. Other approaches
to simulate LGT via TN are possible, and we will recall some results obtained with alternative for-
mulations in the next section, the interested reader is refereed to the existing exhaustive literature
on the subject [30, 38, 39, 61, 83–85].
The first step to define a gauge invariant tensor network in the quantum link formulation is
to recognize that the many-body Hilbert space written in the Schwinger representation can be
build by tensor product of three local Hilbert spaces for each vertex of the lattice: one for the
matter field |αψ〉 = (ψ†)α|0〉 and one for each rishon degree of freedom connected to it (two for 1d
LGT), |αL,Rn 〉 = (c†)α|0〉. Given that the the number of rishons per link is determined by the spin
representation of the gauge fields, Nr = 2S + 1, the maximal occupation of the rishon degree of
freedom is Nr. For example, for spin representation S = 1/2 and spinless matter, the dimension of
the Hilbert space of the “logical site” is defined as |`〉 = |αRn 〉 ⊗ |αψ〉 ⊗ |αLn〉, is d = 2 × 2 × 2 = 8
and ` = 1, . . . 8. However, one can now impose the gauge constraint expressed as
Gi − ni − (−1)
i + 1
2
=
∑
(i,j)∈−
(nR − nL)(i,j) = (2nR − 2Nr + 2nL)i. (28)
Given that all gauge generators Gi have disjoint support (each of them only acts on a matter field
on the vertex and on the rishon on the left and on the right of it) we can write the many-body
Hamiltonian in a gauge invariant base. Indeed, as depicted in Fig. 8, projecting the local Hilbert
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Figure 8. Gauge invariant tensor networks. a) The quantum link representation of LGT defines the logical site local bases
|αRn 〉|αψ〉|αLn〉, composed by the matter degree of freedom on the lattice vertex and one rishon degree of freedom for each
incoming link. b) The projector Pβα = Pˆ
α
αRn ,αψ,α
L
n
, defined by the quantum link representation of the LGT, imposes the
gauge symmetry defined by Eq. (28). c) The gauge invariant many-body wave function can be expressed as a MPS (blue
tensors) containing the variational parameters and a MPO (red tensors) with constant entries, which constraints the number
of rishons per link Nr.
space into the gauge invariant subspace, we arrive at
|α〉G =
∑
αRn ,αψ,α
L
n
PˆααRn ,αψ,αLn |αRn 〉|αψ〉|αLn〉, (29)
where the number of gauge invariant states is d′ < d, Pˆ is the corresponding projector over the
subspace spanned defined by the gauge constraint Gi|αi〉 = 0, and for easy of notation we omitted
the lattice site index i. Our previous example (spin representation S = 1/2 and spinless matter)
results in d = 3. A general wave function beloging to the Hilbert space defined by the tensor product
of N gauge invariant Hilbert spaces can now be written easily as |ψ〉 = ∑~α ψ~α∏Ni=1 |αi〉G. As we
have shown for the general case, the rank-N tensor ψ~α can be replaced by a MPS. However, one can
easily check that there are configurations in such MPS that violate the constraint of Nr rishons per
link. This constraint is an additional gauge symmetry introduced by the Schwinger representation
that shall be satisfied. Notice that this additional gauge symmetry is Abelian independently from
the nature of the original one, thus both for Abelian and non-Abelian LGT the constraint on the
number of rishons per link can be imposed via local projectors acting on each link, diagonal in the
local basis and thus commuting. The details of this construction are pretty technical, and while
the interested reader can find them in [82], here we report only that it is possible to write this
projector as a MPO. In conclusion, the resulting tensor structure –that defines the class of gauge
symmetric tensor network in the quantum link representation– takes the form of a MPS defined
over the gauge invariant bases containing the variational parameters A
βiβi+1
α′i
, and a MPO layer
which imposes the constraint on the number of rishons per link, whose elements B
γiγi+1
αi,α′i
are defined
by the gauge symmetry of the theory (see Fig.8):
|ψ〉GTN =
∑
Aβ1α′1
Aβ1β2α′2
. . . A
βN−1
α′N
Bγ1α1,α′1
Bγ1γ2α2,α′2
. . . B
γN−1
αN ,α′N
|α1α2 . . . αN 〉G. (30)
Starting from this assumption one can write efficient algorithms to compute ground states and time
evolution properties of the LGT, generalizing the standard ones. In particular, it can be shown that
exploiting the properties of the MPO in Eq.(30), a speed up of the order of N2r can be achieved [82].
4.2. Tensor network simulations of lattice gauge theories
In this section we first report some results we obtained via the gauge invariant tensor method
approach presented above, and conclude with a brief excursion on results obtained via tensor
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network simulations of LGT via alternative approaches.
The first application of gauge invariant TN has been the study of the phase diagram of the
simplest non trivial lattice gauge theory with matter fields in the quantum link representation,
the U(1) gauge theory or QED in 1+1d presented in the previous sections [36]. There, we showed
that the system undergoes to a quantum phase transition from a charge and parity ordered phase
with nonzero electric flux to a disordered one with a net zero electric flux configuration and that
this quantum phase transition is described by the Ising universality class. These findings have been
obtained using both the spin one-half and spin one representation of the gauge field. We showed how
it is possible to study not only local order parameters, quantities that can be extracted routinely
via Monte Carlo calculations, but also one has access to the Von Neumann entropy of subsystems,
which cannot be directly accessed via standard lattice gauge calculations. Our analysis has not been
limited to equilibrium properties of the theory, but given the possibility of performing real-time
evolution granted by the TN approaches, we also study the time evolution of out of equilibrium
scenarios as the real-time dynamics of string breaking and of scattering [37]. We showed that both
these phenomena are intimately related with entanglement generation: the Schwinger mechanism is
tightly linked to entanglement spreading and the particle scattering generates entanglement among
them. Finally, we determined a dynamical state diagram for string breaking, and we quantitatively
evaluate the time-scales for mass production.
Alongside the aforementioned results, thriving research activities of different groups explored
alternative approaches to the study of lattice gauge theory by means of TN methods. An alternative
formulation of gauge invariant TN has been proposed and exploited to study ladder geometries of a
Z2 LGT [38]. Moreover, the relation between entanglement renormalization and gauge symmetries
has been explored [86].
The study of lattice gauge theory has been addressed successfully also by standard TN methods,
without explicitly exploiting the gauge symmetries in the tensor formulation. Indeed, one can
always check a posteriori the gauge invariance of the computed states: in a such a way, a Z2
LGT in a ladder and 2D geometries has been studied [87, 88] and more recently insightful studies
of the dynamics of string breaking in a SU(2) LGT and a study of the continuum limit of the
Schwinger model has been performed [89, 90]. Exploiting the mapping of the Schwinger model to
a long-range interacting spin system, one can also apply TN methods to perform detailed studies
in one dimension, where many aspects of the Schwinger model in its Wilson formulation have been
recently elucidated [39, 41, 91], including the low-lying spectrum [92] and the chiral condensate
fraction [40, 93].
Finally, alternative proposals to introduce LGT representations with finite local dimensions that
naturally fits into TN and quantum simulations descriptions has been introduced by different
authors together with studies on the theoretical properties of gauge symmetries and tensor net-
works [61, 83–85, 94, 95].
5. Quantum simulation of lattice gauge theories
The realization of LGTs in synthetic quantum systems presents a very specific challenge with
respect to other statistical mechanics models such as spin and Hubbard-type Hamiltonians, that
is, the presence of a series of constraints described by the Gauss’s laws. In the following, we first
review few strategies to realize such constrained dynamics, and then illustrate some examples
presented in literature, focusing mostly on the conceptually simpler Abelian theories. We will
present most of the results at a qualitative level, referring the reader to the original literature, and
to two specialized reviews [30, 64] which extensively cover many of the discussed topics.
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5.1. How to engineer gauge symmetries: some strategies
Usually, quantum simulator platforms describe Hamiltonian dynamics on a Hilbert space where
only global symmetries are present. A prototypical example is fermionic atoms hopping on an
optical lattice, described by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4): here, the only symmetry is a global U(1),
related to particle number conservation (in addition to discrete lattice symmetries). At first sight,
one could think of directly engineering the more complicated interactions of the kind of Eq.(14)
present in gauge theories: however, frequently other terms which spoil gauge invariance would be
present, thus making the brute force approach not always viable.
As said previously, the key point in devising implementations for LGTs is to act at the Hilbert
space level: while quantum systems generically act on the full combined Hilbert spaceH = HP⊗HU ,
it is possible to identify interaction engineering schemes that allow to integrate out the dynamics
in the unphysical subspace (or to neglect it completely), thus generating an effective theory acting
solely on the physical part of the Hilbert space.
5.1.1. Energy punishment
A standard way to engineer constraints, widely used in the field of frustrated quantum magnets [42],
is to penalize all gauge variant states in energy, such that the low-energy physics takes place only
on the gauge invariant Hilbert space. Given a set of generators {Gx}, such that [Gx, Gy] = 0, one
starts with Hamiltonians of the form:
HEp = V H0 + λH1, H0 =
∑
x
G2x, V > 0 (31)
so that, in the limit V  λ, all states which do not satisfy Gauss’s law have energy E ≥ V . The
low-energy dynamics is then driven by H1, which can either be gauge invariant, or gauge variant.
In the latter case, the gauge invariant Hamiltonian is then generated in perturbation theory. In the
case of quantum Ice Hamiltonians one has:
H0 =
∑
+
(
∑
j∈+
Szj )
2 (32)
while H1 is typically of the form:
H1 = h
∑
j
Sxj + J
∑
<i,j>
(S+i S
−
j + h.c.) (33)
so that, using either fourth-order perturbation theory in h/V or second-order in J/V , one real-
izes the desired effective Hamiltonian HQI (up to corrections of order O[(h/V )8] and O[(J/V )4],
respectively).
The energy penalty strategy can be easily applied to Abelian gauge theories; in fact, this is
typically employed in condensed matter studies to identify microscopic Hamiltonians described at
low-energies by quantum dimer and quantum loop models [42, 96, 97]. However, in the non-Abelian
case, the situation is considerably more complicated, as the generators do not commute, and thus
one has to identify a proper microscopic symmetry in order to avoid fine-tuning problems.
5.1.2. Quantum Zeno dynamics
While usually very well isolated from any environmental noise, synthetic quantum systems offer the
possibility of using tailored dissipation to engineer a dissipative quantum dynamics [98, 99]. The
main idea is that one can introduce controlled noise in the system, either via external fields (e.g.,
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a noise laser field) or by exploiting intrinsic dissipation channels (such as three-body losses [100,
101]). This strategy has already been applied in different contexts, ranging from dissipative state
preparation [98, 99, 102, 103] to entanglement generation via dissipation [104].
A particularly useful engineered dissipation in the context of constraint engineering is the so
called quantum Zeno dynamics [105, 106]. This mechanism is directly inspired by the quantum
Zeno effect, which states that a system continuously observed does not evolve as a function of
time. In the case where part of the Hamiltonian dynamics commutes with the external perturbation
introduced by the measurement, a non-trivial Quantum Zeno dynamics can take place within a
subspace of the total Hilbert space [106]. In Ref. [107], it was shown how this effect can be used to
engineer the constraints corresponding to the Gauss’s law in both Abelian and non-Abelian cases.
The starting point is to consider a time-dependent Hamiltonian:
Hnoise(t) = H1 +H2 +
√
2κ
∑
x,a
ξax(t)G
a
x , (34)
where the H1(H2) are time-independent gauge invariant (variant) contributions, while the last term
describes classical noise terms ξax(t) individually coupled to the generators of the gauge symmetry
Gax. Averaging over the noise sources and assuming white noise correlations, one gets a description
in terms of a master equation [108]:
ρ˙ = −iHeffρ+ iρH†eff + 2κ
∑
x,a
GaxρG
a
x , (35)
where ρ is the density matrix of the system and with non-Hermitian Hamiltonian Heff given by
Heff = H0 +H1 − iκ
∑
x,a
(Gax)
2 .
The effective Hamiltonian contains a damping term which is quadratic in the symmetry generators,
very much akin to the energy punishment introduced in Eq. (31). An analysis in second order
perturbation theory in κ/J (where J is the leading energy scale inH2) leads to an effective dynamics
constrained to the gauge invariant Hilbert space, and described by the effective Hamiltonian:
H˜eff ≈ P(H0 +H1)P − iPH1Q 1
κ
∑
x,a(G
a
x)
2
QH1P (36)
with P and Q being projector operators on HP and HU , respectively. This strategy can be applied
to both abelian and non-Abelian gauge groups, as long as the proper noise source can be identified.
Notice that contrary to the energy penalty strategy, leakage out of HP will take place as a function
of time, albeit at a very small rate ∝ J2/κ.
5.1.3. Exploiting microscopic symmetries
Another strategy to engineer local symmetries in synthetic systems is to exploit microscopic sym-
metries of (atomic or molecular) matter, and to combine those with spatially arranged potentials in
such a way that the emerging dynamics is gauge invariant up to very high energy scales. This strat-
egy has been first considered in Refs. [35, 109, 110], where scattering symmetries (either angular
momentum conservation [109, 110], or SU(N) symmetries [35] of alkaline-earth-like atoms within
their ground state manifold) were exploited. The basic idea is that one considers minimal building
blocks, where a scattering symmetry is thus global, and carefully glues them altogether, so that
the dynamics of the combined system still preserves the full set of local conservation laws of the
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building blocks. As this strategy very much builds upon the specific implementation scheme, we
will illustrate it in the following section using a concrete cold atom example from Ref. [109, 111].
5.1.4. Digital quantum simulators
In addition to the analog quantum simulation strategy outlined above, it is possible to devise specific
protocols to engineer gauge theories on quantum computers, or digital quantum simulators [112].
The main idea at the heart of digital quantum simulation is to decompose the (local) Hamiltonian
evolution operator e−iHt of interest into small contributions involving a limited number of fields
using the Trotter formula:
e−itH '
(
M∏
α=1
e−iHαt/n
)n
, H =
M∑
α=1
Hα (37)
and then to interpret the small steps as quantum gates acting on a register of qubits. In this respect,
the differences between the realization of gauge theories and conventional spin models are milder
than in the analog approach outlined above: there is no need to directly impose constraints, as
the Hamiltonian is gauge invariant by definition. The only additional difficulty is that multi-spin
interactions have to be decomposed into a sequence of gates in an efficient way. Several proposals
have been outlined in literature, including both Abelian [113, 114] and non-Abelian theories [26, 32],
and can be applied in an almost platform independent way.
5.2. Cold atoms in optical lattices
Cold atoms trapped in optical lattices are one of the leading technologies for the realization of
synthetic quantum systems combining accurate interaction engineering with control at the single
quantum level [18, 21]. Starting from the observation of the superfluid to Mott insulator transition
in a gas of 87Rb atoms in an optical lattice [115], proposed in Ref. [116], many paradigmatic system
Hamiltonians have been realized in these systems, including SU(2) [117, 118] and SU(N) fermionic
Hubbard models [119–121], long-range interactions [122–124], and static gauge fields [125–129],
just to name a few.
The key properties of cold atom settings is the ample degree of flexibility and tunability [130]:
various lattice geometries can be realized; both Fermi and Bose gases can be loaded into the
lattices themselves [18, 21]; the inter particle interactions can be tailored by using external fields
either using the so-called Feshbach resonances [131], or by exploiting naturally occurring long-
range interactions between magnetic or electric dipoles [132, 133], or via Rydberg states [134]. For
a review on the current status in the fields, see Ref. [18].
5.2.1. Gauge theories coupled to matter fields
Owing to their ample flexibility, cold atoms are a premier candidate for the physical realization
of dynamical gauge fields coupled to fermionic matter. All of the strategies discussed above have
been employed to devise implementation schemes for both Abelian [65, 83, 111, 135–137] and non-
Abelian [35, 107, 110] lattice gauge theories in the presence of matter fields. Here, we briefly review
two examples for the U(1) case.
U(1) lattice gauge theories coupled to matter via energy penalty.– In Ref. [65], an implementation
of the quantum link model in Eq. (18) at strong coupling (e.g., with V = J = 0) was presented.
The starting point is the realization of the gauge fields on the bonds. This is done by considering
bosonic double wells hosting bosons of two species bσL/R, σ = 1, 2, in a staggered pattern. In each
well, the total number of bosons N = nσR + n
σ
L, is fixed, thus realizing a effective spin S = N/2
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degree of freedom:
Szx,x+1 = (b
1†
x,x+1;Lb
1
x,x+1;L − b1†x,x+1;Rb1x,x+1;R)/2, S+x,x+1 = b1†x,x+1;Lb1x,x+1;R (38)
on the even bonds, and the same replacing 1 → 2 for the bosonic index σ on the odd bonds. The
fields bσL/R are thus interpreted as Schwinger bosons, whose microscopic dynamics is described by
a tunneling Hamiltonian between the different sites of each double well, that is HB = −tB
∑
x S
x
x .
The dynamics of an additional spinless fermion species ψx is described by the Hamiltonian:
HF = −tF
∑
x
(ψ†xψx+1) +
∑
x
(−1)xnx (39)
with nx = ψ
†
xψx. In order to ensure gauge invariance, an additional term HU = U
∑
xG
2
x is
introduced, with the generators Gx defined as:
Gx = n
F
x + n
1
x,x+1,R + n
2
x+1,x+2,L − 2S +
1
2
[(−1)x − 1] . (40)
for the even-odd bonds. This can be generated using a combination of local interactions and super-
lattice structures, as described in detail in Ref. [65]. The emergent dynamics can then be obtained
using degenerate second order perturbation theory, where the QLM in Eq. (18) is recovered, with
couplings t ∝ (tF tB)/U . In Ref. [65], it has been shown how this minimal realization of a lattice
gauge theory already host paradigmatic physical phenomena, in direct connection to the Schwinger
model. In particular, in these cold atom realizations, one could study the real-time dynamics of
string breaking, which reveals the interesting dynamics of confining theories in the presence of dy-
namical matter. Recently, extension of this scheme in the context of ZN LGTs coupled to matter
fields have also been proposed, which could potentially connect to the U(1) case in the large N
limit [83].
Moreover, simple scattering experiments along the lines of Ref. [37] could also be investigated:
as a first step, one could adiabatically prepare the system into some excited states, e.g., a pair
of mesons separated by a vacuum region. Subsequently, ramping down the optical lattice for the
fermions would quench the Hamiltonian from ti = 0 to tf > 0, giving rise to scattering between the
mesons. Finally, it is important to note that the relevant timescales for these experiments range
in the 10 to 100 Hz range, that is, are the same as the ones required to investigate the physics of
quantum magnetism via super-exchange interactions [18, 21].
U(1) lattice gauge theories coupled to matter via spin-changing collisions.– An alternative way
to generate QLM dynamics is to employ spin-changing collisions [109, 111]. The basic idea is
illustrated in Fig. 9. Bosons in two internal states a, b with different spin mF ,mF + 1 are confined
in a deep lattice, and serve as effective link variables, where the spin degree of freedom is again
expressed as product of Schwinger bosons, S+ = a†b. An additional fermionic species with two
internal states c, d is then introduced, and is subject to a state dependent lattice which traps c (d)
on even (odd) sites. The lattice is supposed to be sufficiently deep that tunneling of the fermions
(without any spin flip) is suppressed over the timescales of the experiment.
Since particles cannot tunnel due to an energetic constraint, the only residual interaction left is
induced via spin-changing collisions. In particular, tuning the magnetic field such that the Zeeman
splittings between a, b and c, d are equal, one gets a resonant spin-changing interaction of the form:
(a, d)→ (b, d). (41)
Since the Wannier functions of both bosons and fermions are strongly localized at each lattice site,
using the identification ci = ψ2i, di = ψ2i+1, naturally leads to terms of the form ψ
†
2iS
+
2i,2i+1ψ2i+1,
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a) b)
Figure 9. Schematics of spin-changing collisions leading to ef-
fective gauge matter interactions. Panel a);The fermions are
represented by circles, and are subject to a state-dependent
lattice; the bosons are represented by boxes, and both spin
states are trapped at the same site residing on the bonds be-
tween each pair of fermions. The scattering process described
in b) drives a fermion tunneling while at the same time flips
the spin of the boson at the link.
exactly the ones required for the realization of the U(1) QLM. Similar methods using combination of
spin changing collisions with either energy punishment or Zeno dynamics have also been discussed
in the context of non-Abelian lattice gauge theories, in particular in Refs. [107, 110], and for the
investigation of QLMs approaching the Wilson formulation [111].
5.2.2. Extensions to non-Abelian theories and approaching the continuum limit
As we have seen in Section 3, the formalism introduced for the Abelian case can be generalized to
non-Abelian symmetries. Implementation schemes for the realization of both SU(2) [26, 32, 110]
and U(N)/SU(N) [35, 107] LGTs in cold atom systems have been proposed. As the realization of
non-Abelian symmetries is conceptually more challenging than the Abelian counterpart described
above, we refer the reader to the original references for a full explanation of the models and their
cold atom realizations. Another relevant example of the flexibility of cold atom systems is the
possibility of engineering lattice models which can systematically approach the continuum limit in
the context of the so-called D-theories. In particular, in Refs. [138, 139], a scheme was proposed
where CP (N − 1) models, a paradigmatic example of (1+1)d field theory which originates from a
U(1) gauge symmetry, can emerge as an effective low-energy description of certain SU(N) quantum
spin ladders. Despite their simplicity, these models share fundamental features with QCD, such as
asymptotic freedom and confinement [140], which could be probed in cold atoms laboratories using
already developing measurement tools.
5.2.3. Quenched gauge theories
While applications in the context of high-energy physics usually require the presence of dynamical
matter, many quenched gauge theories emerge in the description of frustrated quantum magnets,
either as effective low-energy descriptions, or as paradigmatic model Hamiltonians. In this context,
possible implementations of spin Ice Hamiltonians have been proposed using different platforms,
both analog and digital ones. In Ref. [24], an implementation of the ring exchange term H has been
proposed using bosonic atoms in an optical lattice. There, the main ingredient is to use molecular
state on the dual lattice to generate the ring-exchange term using perturbation theory, and to
suppress single particle tunneling via quantum-interference effects. The ring exchange term also
has natural realization using digital implementation schemes, as extensively discussed in Refs. [113,
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114], and using Bose-Einstein condensates in state-dependent lattices [141].
A generic platform for quantum dimer models on different geometries is provided by systems with
long-range (or just non-local) interactions, using the energy punishment strategy. In Ref. [142], a gas
of polar molecules confined on Kagome and pyrochlore lattices was considered. Using a combination
of on-site and off-site repulsion, it was shown how an emergent quantum dimer model can be built
in the dual lattice of such geometries, that is, on the honeycomb and diamond lattice. An even
more attractive route is provided by Rydberg atoms. In these systems, the interactions can be
specifically tailored in space using different techniques, such as Rydberg dressing, or using light-
fields to properly engineer the Rydberg manifold in order to promote certain interactions channels
as dominants [27, 31, 143]. A particularly simple example were such interactions are needed, which
cannot be achieved using long-range interactions only, is quantum Ice on the square lattice [27].
In this case, both anisotropic and position dependent interactions are needed: both features can
be engineered using Rydberg dressing to p-states. Within the same toolbox, a variety of other
quantum dimer models, spanning various lattice geometries such as Kagome and 4-8 lattice, can
also be realized.
5.3. Trapped ions
The impressive technological advances in trapped ion systems experienced in the last decades,
made them a paradigm for both quantum information processing and, more recently, quantum
simulation [19]. In the context of lattice gauge theories, some proposals have been recently put
forward using both ion chains and 2D Coulomb crystals.
Ion chains are ideal settings to investigate the physics of (1+1)d field theories (see, e.g., the
pioneering work on the Dirac equation [144]). Usually, the dynamics in these systems is described
by the interplay between internal level of the ions, the phonon fields of the ion crystal, and the
light coupling the ion motion to their internal structure. This results in Hamiltonians of the spin-
boson- or spin-type [145], with interaction tunability typically provided by the use of external light
fields [146]. In Ref. [34], it is shown how the dynamics of the Schwinger model in the quantum
link formulation can be realized using such interactions, using as matter and gauge field degrees of
freedom the internal states of the ions. In particular, thanks to a mapping to monotonic interactions
which allow to design a simple energy penalty term for gauge invariant states, the full phase diagram
of the Schwinger model can be probed experimentally, in addition to its time-dependent dynamics.
Another typical platform for trapped ions systems are two-dimensional Coulomb crystals: due to
the strong inter-ion repulsion, ions strongly confined to a plane geometry form triangular shaped
crystals, on the top of which the desired dynamics can be imprinted using the same light-matter
interactions exploited for 1D chains. The triangular geometry provides then a starting point to
engineer various models of quantum frustration with close ties to emergent gauge theories [42].
An example is discussed in Ref. [147], where a sub lattice of ions was dynamically hidden. This
allows one to effectively create a Kagome lattice, with the hidden ions located at the center of
each hexagonal plaquette. These decoupled ions are then used to tailor the lattice band structure
to support ‘localized’ excitations at the center of each hexagonal plaquette, either using an optical
pinning laser, or via Rydberg dressing. The emergent interactions involve ions belonging to the
same hexagonal plaquette, thus realizing the so-called Balents-Fisher-Girvin model [148]. This
model, which is the Kagome lattice version of a U(1) QLM, is known to support a Z2 spin liquid
phase, separated from a superfluid phase by a deconfined quantum critical point [149].
5.4. Superconducting circuits
Arrays of superconducting qubits have been shown to be promising candidates for the realization
of strongly correlated phases of matter, ranging from quantum spin systems to a variety of Hub-
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bard models [150–153]. Owing to impressive improvements in fabrication technology, these solid
state devices have ample potential in terms of both scalability and flexibility design of their basic
components. As in the ion case, these systems feature mostly bosonic and spin degrees of freedom,
thus making them ideal playgrounds for both low-dimensional or pure gauge theories. In partic-
ular, implementation schemes for both Abelian and non-Abelian gauge theories have been put
forward [32, 154–156]. In Refs. [155, 156], a toolkit for the realization of the U(1) QLM has been
described. A particular interesting features of circuit QED architectures is that various geometries
can be realized, which in the context of gauge theories opens up the possibility of studying string-
breaking and string excitations with different boundary conditions, describing static charges at the
edge.
In Ref. [32, 154], it has been shown how non-Abelian quenched gauge theories can also be
realized using superconducting qubit architectures. In Ref. [154], models for discrete non-Abelian
symmetries, such as S3, are introduced in the context of Josephson junction arrays. The main
motivation behind the implementation of those models is their potential for quantum computing
applications, along similar lines discussed by Kitaev using Abelian LGTs [44]. Continuos non-
Abelian symmetries, in particular SU(2), are discussed in Ref. [32], using instead a digital quantum
simulation scheme. A triangular lattice model is investigated in detail, and in particular, the quality
of gauge invariance as a function of the Trotter time-step is shown to improve very quickly when
decreasing the time-step itself.
6. Conclusions and outlook
Gauge theories represent one of the fundamental building block for our understanding of natural
phenomena, ranging from particle physics to condensed matter systems. They provide an extremely
elegant formulation of physical laws stemming from the concept of symmetry, which many times
allows for very general prediction of their properties. However, from a computational perspective,
they are an archetypical example of strongly correlated systems, which challenges the capabilities
of classical computational schemes. In this review, we have discussed how concepts and ideas from
quantum information provide a novel route for the investigation of gauge theories, complementary
to widely-used approaches based on Monte Carlo methods.
Tensor network methods, which have found widespread application in condensed matter theory,
have already been applied to the study of low-dimensional lattice gauge theories. While their ap-
plication to real-world (3+1)-d gauge theories is a long-term goal, which will require theoretical
breakthroughs along the way, it has already been shown how these methods compare favorably with
Monte Carlo simulations in static cases where both approaches are applicable. Moreover, the pos-
sibility of investigating quench dynamics, where Monte Carlo typically suffers from complex action
problems invalidating importance sampling, opens the way to a full-fledged quantum treatment of
low-dimensional gauge theories in real time.
From the quantum simulation viewpoint, the realization of gauge theories in synthetic quantum
matter is a rapidly developing paradigm, which is just taking its first steps. From the theoretical
side, many questions require additional work, such as understanding the typical error sources in
the quantum simulation of gauge theories (such as coupling to Higgs fields) and the development of
simpler strategies to realize gauge invariant dynamics. From the experimental side, while dynamical
gauge fields are harder to get at work in the laboratories with respect to their static counterparts, we
are optimistic that the first steps can be taken with current technologies in all available platforms.
Finally, let us emphasize that the approaches outlined here are by no means alternative to the
already developed computational methods employed for the investigation of lattice gauge theories,
and which have led to remarkable predictions in the field of quantum Chromodynamics. Tensor
network methods work at their best in regimes which are qualitatively different from the typical
regimes of applicability of MCs: computationally speaking, the methods are almost fully comple-
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mentary. Quantum simulation requires a major theoretical input for validation and benchmarking,
for which realistic simulations are a necessary tool. In this sense, the developments summarized in
this review shall hopefully serve to establish a novel interfaces between rather distant fields, so that
novel methods and technologies can be developed, and further physical insights can be gathered
from both perspectives.
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